Healthwatch Kingston upon Thames
Mental Health Task Group Meeting
06.07.17 At Kingston Quaker Centre
Present:
Tony Williams (Chair)
Sheena Crankson
Alan Moss
Jo Boxer
Graham Goldspring
ITEM
1.

TW
SC
AM
JB
GG

Thomas De Castle Lynne
Sophie Bird, (HWK Staff)
Jillian Dempsey
Charlotte Anne Smith
Cathy Sheldon

TDCL
SB
JD
CAS
CS
Action

Notes and actions of the last meeting and actions
1.1 TW met with Richard Dalton (COMMUNITY CLINICAL
MANAGER KINGSTON & RICHMOND) to inform him that we
will be visiting the Tolworth Community Service some
time in 2017.
1.2 Whilst not everything in the Tolworth Hospital Enter &
View action plan has been completed, the Task Group
agreed to close the issue of the Lilacs Enter & View, in
view of the coming estate modernisation which will
involve demolition of the current wards.
1.3 Rachael Rowan, Kingston CCG (Clinical Commissioning
Group) MH Commissioner said she does not have a date
yet for the recommissioning of the I Cope service. SB to
find out the contract specifics of the I Cope service so we
are informed to create a Project Plan.

SB

1.4 TW will ask Mario from RISE if Kingston University
Students are available to help with MH Task Group
research, if so which dates this is available.

TW

1.5 Regarding escalating the Personality Disorder query to
Sylvie Ford; Sylvie has composed a response and has
circulated it with the PD service providers. TW will
TW
circulate this to the group when it is received.
1.6 It was discussed that GPs need to have better
awareness of PD. For example, awareness that ADHD can
be inherited would inform diagnoses.

1.7 It was suggested that just because there is not a
designated PD service in Kingston, it does not mean there
are not psychologists with expertise who could provide
treatment for PD, the issue is we need more
psychologists.
2.

Overview of priorities for 2017/18 and discussion on
resources
2.1 The group approved the Mental Health Task Group
Work Plan for 2017/18. As the year progresses, the task
Group may wish to change the work program with
changing priorities. If this is the case the revised work
plan will be taken to the Healthwatch Kingston Board for
sign off.

Thrive Kingston Mental Health Strategy
2.2 The strategy will be launched on 26th July. MH Strategy
Steering
HealthWatch will produce a summary of the workshop
group/SB/TW
after the event summing up the outcomes of the day, and
send it out to all stakeholders.
2.3 We will ensure there are enough papers available on MH Strategy
the workshop tables for attendees and make materials Steering
available in advance where possible.
group/SB/TW
2.4 It was raised that although 20 Kingston GPs have had
MH training these are not distributed throughout all the
Surgeries. SC is to raise this at the MH Strategy Primary SC
Care Workshop. (Date to be confirmed and circulated
when known)

Enter & View / Tolworth Hospital Community service
2.5 The MH Task Group needs to produce a Project Plan
for the Tolworth Community Service Project. There will
be a separate project group meeting to action this. AM,
JB, JD, CS, SC, CAS, TW would like to be part of this
Project Group.
2.6 One of the Project Plan Tasks will be to carry out a
review of what the service provision includes and over

which Boroughs.
2.7 We should identify what skills Project Group members
have. They can then bring these skills to strengthen the
different tasks within the Project Plan.
2.8 TW will invite Richard Dalton to the next MH Task
Group meeting before this group is assembled. Richard
can explain how the Community Service is run and answer TW
any questions we have. This will help to produce the
project plan.
2.9 SB will source the official Healthwatch England Enter
& View & DBS policy and liaise with Task Group members SB
to initiate their DBS checks.
2.10 The Task Group discussed raising MH Task Group
membership levels. SB will produce a recruitment advert
and circulate with Task Group members for their
feedback. This can be sent out to all people involved in
the Mental Health Strategy Workshops. This will be
actioned once Healthwatch Kingston has a complete staff
SB
team to induct new HWK members (Autumn 2017)
Personality Disorder service
2.11 We need to wait until we get a satisfactory reply
from Sylvie regarding the PD service before we finalise
the Work Plan. If Sylvie’s response is still not adequate,
we will notify Grahame Snelling to decide next escalation
steps.
4.

Any other urgent business
4.1 AM raised it is inappropriate to send out MH Trust
Staff contact details in case this is used inappropriately.
The Group agreed this for future reference.

5.

Date of the Next Meeting, Thursday 7th September 1.30pm
– 3.30pm at Kingston Quaker Centre

